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Our Ref: STAS--CS-02-09102022 
Bucharest, 10.09.2022
To whom it may concern,

STAS NETWORK PROJECT 

Benefits of the project as part of UNIQUE future electronic transaction 
platform for the Credit Suisse network, and future banking starategies

1. The “stas network” digital-financial platform ( www.stasnetwork.com ) is the
only one on the international market that has "zero marginal transactional
costs" and can give absolute, and in real time control to the bank over its
financial transactions, guaranteeing the development of a proprietary
transaction platform ( CRES) for C2C, C2P, P2P, P2G, G2P, C2G. Thought a
different marketers solution we can develop and administrate till 1 billion
accounts on 1 BIN, in real time!
2. Our API can be develop with Credit Suisse bank, as a PROPRIETARY BANK
PLATFORM (CRES ex.), and as a base for future administration of all divisions,
that will necessary by developing the ONLY one Global digital currency based on
our proprietary "Q digital currency index", which can be the base of the future
digital NO CASH SOCIETY and integrating it into the third digital industrial
revolution globally. WE BRING THE REAL FUTURE TO YOU, TODAY!
3. The support to manage a a new type of Trust Fund for International and
European high level clients, both for private and public-private projects.
4. Our platform, can be use as "core" for e-goverment solutions, offers, Real-
time management of all economic activities in the emerging countries (tax
collection, pay to and from the population without delay, integration of the
citizens outside the country into the system of taxes and duties), such as Tax
collection in UTIL and real time by local governments, city-halls, and payments
to the population of state obligations and dues.
5. Electronic identity card with e-TAX attached account.
The main purpose of the project is to allow the government and the local
authorities to collect in REAL TIME the local taxes so that municipalities may
have at their disposal the financial resources for current projects.
6. This project will also can lead to the possibility of employing or restructure
more than 5,000 at the global bank level, or a staff transfer from the
administrative structure, to develop our new "banking CRES paradigm" - the
Client Response Exclusive System;
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Our ZERO MARGINAL TRANSACTIONAL COSTS platform, brings 
The FUTURE IN MARKETING AND DIGITALISATION OF BANKING SYSTEMS!

-The project will be able to offer a full control in real time for all bank's clients
and Marketers, and for all the international transfers by offering its own
proprietary “money transfer” platform with ZERO commission! We changed the
banking as it was, with "zero marginal transactional costs", that's UNIQUE and
is a better solution for a lot of specifics merchants and clients.
-the development of the new type of PROPRIETARY technologies (i-Swipe K,
pPOS, pPhone, marketers cards).
-integration of the principles of development of the NO CASH digital society
in all administrative and economic activities. This will reduce the use of cash
and costs for the government for their payments to the citizens.
-support for high level private clients and companies for the continuous
development and attraction of funds through the new TRUST COIN ( Club Of
Investors Network - www.stascoin.com ).
The STAS NETWORK platform can be develop as NEW integrated solution that
can be instrumental in managing in real time the necessary accounts for all
types of clients, with zero marginal transactional costs for the transfer of funds
into the system. Our developed REDUTA e-government platform
( www.reduta.stasacademy.com ), will reduce the current State's and
Companie's high cost to third parties for all transactions for incomes, payments,
payrolls, pensions, allowances, transfers of money in the country and abroad
and many others and will NO LONGER pay ANY VISA and Master Card
transactional costs ( The solution for the EU's Monnett Project).
This is New Project for then NEW international financial markets NEEDS, and we
developed the TRANSYSALL IstasBUL ( www.transysall.stasacademy.com ), as a
MUST for NEW GLOBAL ECONOMY with the support of our Q DIGITAL
CURRENCY financial transactional solution, FREE of VISA & MasterCard costs
(Note: our platform is fully integrated with both platforms, and our cards works
in their networks, with The International assessments fees they charge for
cash). Our CRES project can empower all Credit Suisse bank's divisions, and
bring the shares value to 18,56 CHF for the 167th anniversary of the Credit
Suisse Bank, next year. Is a promise! Let's STAS!
Yours,

 Cybernetician 
President, CEO 
STAS, LLC




